We offer

- 12-month development programme
- Job rotation across different functions from all divisions
- Interactions with Senior Management
- Guidance from experienced functional leaders
- Participation in Corporate Strategic Projects
- Engagement in Corporate visits outside Hong Kong

We scout for

- Enthusiastic in telecommunication industry
- University graduates from any academic disciplines

Are you ready?

- **November 2020 to February 2021**
  - Online Application Period

- **February to April 2021**
  - Online Test & Interview Assessment

- **April to May 2021**
  - Confirmation of Offer

- **July/August 2021**
  - Commencement of Program
Experience Sharing

**Build Mutual Trust**

“CMHK Graduate Trainee Program provides me the chance to expose within the whole company, especially in participating corporate events which helps build up professional network and gain valuable experience from management. Job rotation and assignments on company-wide projects put me in touch with various levels and departments, which are essential to show my ability and make good image.”

**Amy Leung**
Graduate Trainee, 2015
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

**Undertake Our Responsibility**

“Participation in Corporate Strategic Project which is named as “Smart Project” is one of the most important elements of our Graduate Trainee Program. Smart Project is a project requires collaborative effort which also allows us putting knowledge into practices. We can experience the operation of various major businesses and reach out to colleagues from different departments which greatly improves our interpersonal skills.”

**Stam Jin**
Graduate Trainee, 2016
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

**Care For You**

“Successfully upgraded the network monitoring system was absolutely one of the greatest achievements during my more than one year career in CMHK. It is usually rare to allow beginner to be involved in a sizeable project such as core system maintenance of a Company while I was given this invaluable opportunity to take a leader role in this project.”

**Lynn Li**
Graduate Trainee, 2017
The Hong Kong University of Science & Technology

**Join China Mobile**

“Joining CMHK was one of the best decisions I have ever made. CMHK is equipped with wide-ranging and up-to-date technologies. Being part of the CMHK family also gives me opportunities to learn about different cultures as my colleagues are from different backgrounds. My time at CMHK has been great, and I look forward to my years ahead as an engineer at CMHK.”

**Kyle Cheng**
Graduate Trainee, 2018
The Hong Kong University of Science & Technology

www.hk.chinamobile.com  HR Contact: gtrecruit@hk.chinamobile.com